
Leadership and management styles

Access
Leadership and management styles can be categorized in a simple four-quadrant matrix based for one axis on the team leader’s inner nature to turn to people or to
tasks and for the other axis on his tendency to be self-involved or to let part of the control to his staff. While each profile reveals clear advantages and drawbacks,
especially when pushed to their extremes, the best leaders are often the ones who can navigate from one style to the other depending on the context (team mission
and objectives, team maturity, individual team member situation such as role, personal traits, experience, competency, motivation...), without being opportunistic.
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Develop
http://leadersyndrome.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/leadership-and-management-styles-the-pret-a-porter-collection/

Explore
Each quadrant of the matrix shows a pair of profiles presenting the ”at best / at worst” set of behaviours for the style with a continuum between the two extremes.

✔authoritative

✘coercive

✔persuasive

✘utopian

✔delegative

✘bureaucratic

✔democratic

✘affiliative

✔adaptive

✘opportunistic

Leader control

Employee control
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✔ persuasive (up to charismatic)
Engages, stimulates, explains, 
mobilizes, accountable, flexible
✘ utopian
Manages based on principles, set 
unrealistic goals, does not accept 
differences, puts pressure
 Comments
Risk of being blindly followed, less 
adequate for team of juniors

✔ democratic (participative)
Supports, listens, grows, engages
✘ affiliative (paternalistic)
Avoids conflicts, always looks for 
consensus, assists versus grows
 Comments
more suitable for mature teams

✔ adaptive
Adapts, looks for win/win
✘ opportunistic
Ambiguous, talks rather than acts
 Comments
Requires skill to read/switch context

✔ authoritative (directive)
Self-committed, instructs, 
structures, models, accountable
✘ coercive (autocratic)
does not delegate, does not accept 
failure, does not listen
 Comments
Command-and-control approach 
can help under crisis conditions 
but is not sustainable especially 
with seasoned team members 

✔ delegative
Defines, organizes, delegates, 
tracks, gives autonomy
✘ bureaucratic
Rigid, manages activities over 
employees, isolates himself
 Comments
less inspiring thus less suitable 
under low team morale, risk of 
setting too-high expectations
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